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Elyzabeth Gorman 
Extended Writing Samples 

 
• Non Fiction  
o “How to Navigate New York Like a Local” for Tiqets       pgs 2-5 
o “My Journey” employee blog for Container Solutions     pgs 6-7 
o “Amsterdam Favorites” for Your Amsterdam Cousin     pgs 8-10 
   

• Product Copy 
o National Geographic Experience for Tiqets     pgs 11-12 
o Career Page for Container Solutions       pgs 13-14 
o Subscriber Itinerary for Netherlands Culture Tours     pgs 15-17 
 

• Creative 
o “Ask A Badass” historical advice column       pgs 18-19 
o What Cannot Be Undone, excerpt from the opening  
    of a medieval novella based on Lady Macbeth     pgs 20-21 
o Margaret I, first scene of play about the women of  
    Shakespeare’s War of the Roses        pgs 22-25 
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What We Do: 

Netherlands 
Culture Tours 

A unique trip through high art 
and local culture  

Netherlands Culture Tours offers seven days’ immersion 
into the culture, art, and history of this fascinating 
country. We intersperse the must-see highlights for any 
cultural explorer with the local art, cuisine, and 
performances that most tourists never get to see.  

B E S P O K E  I T I N E R A R I E S  

The Netherlands 
Yes, it’s the land of windmills 
and cheese but it’s also the 
Little Country That Could. Its 
people salvaged the country 
from water and, in doing so, 
developed the principles 
that inspired our Declaration 
of Independence. Its 
merchants traded with the 
entire world and founded the 
world’s first multinational 
company. Its artists were the 
first to elevate everyday life 
to the realm of artistic genius. 
Today, the Netherlands looks 
to an inclusive future. 

Europe’s historic marketplace 
and intellectual playground 

• We design a unique trip based on the interests of 
your patrons, which you can offer as an exclusive 
benefit. 

• Your patrons can sign up and pay for the trip 
through our website, or we can help you set up the 
payments through your institution. 

• We field any questions your patrons have in the run-
up to the trip, make sure they have an amazing 
week, and send you photos after. 

• We take care of all the details so you can offer your 
patrons a unique benefit with no extra work for you! 
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NETHERLANDS CULTURE TOURS 

This itinerary was designed for a mid-sized East 
Coast museum, with patrons whose interests and 
energy level varied. We designed a trip oriented 

around the art and history of The Netherlands to be 
covered by a flat fee. We then curated some modern 
culture add-ons, exclusive of the fee (denoted by *). 

Day 1:  Ah, Amsterdam 
9.30am Walking tour through the heart of the city  
       while a 5-star guide tells its story 
1:30pm Meet and Greet with Curator of Ceramics at      
       the Rijksmuseum, the national fine arts museum 
2:00pm Explore the Rijksmuseum at leisure 
6:00pm Dinner 
8:00pm Option: Production by Tonnelgroep*, the  
      company of Ivo van Hove (Lazarus, The Crucible) 

Day 2: The Doughty Dutch 

10am – Tour the Dutch countryside, including a  
      private visit to a working windmill, an innovative  
      Dutch farm, and an old harbor town, capped  
      with a wine and cheese picnic 
4pm – back to Amsterdam (option: shopping in the 
      trendy Kalverstraat*)  
7pm – Traditional dinner: pannekoeken & genever 

Day 3: Elegant Amsterdam 

10am – Tour Amsterdam’s canals on an elegant boat 
11:30am – Audience with royal portraitist Urban Larrson 
1pm – Free afternoon (option: shopping at Albert  
    CuypMarkt, the famous street market*)  
4pm – Tour of prestigious Concertgebouw Hall 
5:30pm – Dinner  
7:30pm - Option: Check out Dutch dance/physical  
    theater in the storied street “The Nes”* 

Day 4: Ingenuity 

10am – Visit a Delft pottery factory, and learn how  
    the famous porcelain goods are made 
12pm – “Through the Eyes of Vermeer” tour of Delft  
     center, followed by individual exploring & lunch*  
1:30pm – Travel to Rotterdam 
2pm – Rotterdam modern architecture tour. Learn  
     how Rotterdam renewed itself after World War !! 
6pm – Dinner in Rotterdam 
9pm – Return to Amsterdam 
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NETHERLANDS CULTURE TOURS 

Day 5: Van Gogh 
9am – Coffee with Van Gogh expert in Amsterdam  
10:30am – Travel to Hoge Veluwe Park, home of  
     Jachthuis SInt Hubertus & Kroller Muller Museum 
12pm – Tour of Kroller Muller, including Van Gogh  
     collection second only to the Van Gogh museum  
5pm – Depart for the medieval fort town of Naarden  
6pm  - Dinner in Naarden 
8pm – Depart Naarden for Amsterdam 
 

Day 6: The Gourmands 
11am – Gourmet food tour of Amsterdam. 
3pm – Finish food tour. Free afternoon to rest or  
    explore. Option: Visit Van Gogh Museum. 
7pm – Private wine reception at “The Famous House”  
    in Broek In Waterland – a 1654 wooden house  
    frequented by Napolean and Czar Peter.  
    Reception includes tour by owner.	
8pm – Option: repair to nearby historic building for 
light snacks and drinks*.  

Day 7: Haarlem 

This is Just the Beginning! 
The Netherlands has a long, well-preserved 
history. Its state support of museums and of 
contemporary artists of all media means there’s 
always more to see and do. With The Hague at 
the center of international law and Rotterdam 
at the center of modern architecture and 
environmental sustainability, The Netherlands 
can even offer a glimpse into the future. 

9:30am – Travel via train to Haarlem. 
10am – Walking tour of Haarlem, including its famous  
     hofjes, historic courtyard almshouses still in use. 
11am – Options: Teylers Museum (science and  
     natural history), Frans Hal Museum (fine art), or  
     Corrie Ten Boom House (Holocaust history). 
1pm – Afternoon at leisure  
4.30pm – Return to Amsterdam. 
7:30pm – Farewell dinner at Marits Eetkamer, private  
     residence turned gourmet restaurant. 
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Thinking on Ink, answered by Melchora Aquino de Ramos 
 

Dear Badass, 
 
Is there such thing as being too old to get a tattoo?  Are tattoos necessary?  Why do I feel the need to get a 
tattoo in a conspicuous place and call it dainty?  Why? 
 
Thinking on Ink 
  
Dear Thinking on Ink, 
 
There’s no such a thing as being too old to 
get a tattoo, but there is such a thing as being 
too old to need one.  I’m not anti-tattoo - just 
the opposite.  For millennia my people used 
tattoos to denote tribe and class, 
accomplishments and status, spiritual 
protection and charms, and yes, sometimes, 
just to beautify ourselves.  The very lucky or 
very proud sometimes were covered across 
their entire bodies, with only the hands and 
feet excepted.  When the Spanish came, they 
tried to drive it out along with the diwatas, as 
if our spirits and our traditions were not a 
part of the very land they sought.  Despite the 
missionaries and the soldiers, our traditions 
survived, sometimes on the very remotest of 
highlands on the smallest of islands, waiting 
for us to drive the invaders out. 
 
I waited my entire life in smothered ferocity.  I went to church, mothered my children and ran a shop.  My 
life was no different than thousands of others until after my eightieth year.  There was a fever in the 
land.  We were finally ready to join together to wash the invaders away in a great wave of patriotism.  I was 
too old to pick up a weapon, but I was also old enough to risk my life.  My children were grown, with no 
need of my protection.  I housed the revolutionaries in my shop, helped light the Cry that sparked the 
country into flame, used my home as a wartime infirmary.  I was interrogated by the Guardia, but I didn’t 
break.  I expected to be shot, but they sent me into an exile instead.  I don’t think they could shoot a 
grandmother.  Or maybe they worried I’d be more powerful as a dead symbol.  I risked much in my age, but 
I think my age became my safety.  I even lived long enough to come back home. 
 
I have seen the great arc of life, over one hundred years.  There is much I would tattoo onto my skin: my 
people, my battles, my guarding angel.  None of it would be dainty.  I wonder about that word you use, in 
the context of your question about age.  I wonder if you are thinking of a tattoo that is not protect your spirit 
or broadcast your victories, but to tell people what to think of you.  This is a battle that is lost before it is 
begun. 
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I wonder, given the age-based nature of your question, if you are at a cusp age, where one stage of your life 
transitions to another.  Maybe you are out of school and into a job.  Maybe you have moved from the life of 
single friends to a community of coupledom.  Maybe a responsibility has shifted and you find yourself 
carrying more weight than you previously did.  If that is so, your desire for a conspicuous, dainty tattoo may 
come from the pull of the part of your life you’re setting aside. 
 
If you want to get a tattoo to mark a battle you won or invoke a shield for your spirit, do so with joy.  If you 
want to get a tattoo as a sign that you will not age, I am sorry to tell you that ink does not contain that 
power.  At least, not ink on skin.  Even the most beautiful skin will wrinkle and fuzz and the strongest body 
will eventually lean on canes.  Do not waste your energy fearing or fighting this.  Every breath, until your 
very last, has the power to ignite.  Do not waste them on worried words.  Your breath, like your skin, is 
meant to sing your strength. 
 
MELCHORA AQUINO DE RAMOS 
 

Born in 1812 in Balintawak into a poor family.  Died at the age of 107 in her daughter’s home in 
what is now Quezon City.  She married the son of a more prosperous family and had six children 
whom she raised by herself after her husband died, in addition to running the business her husband 
left behind.  When she was 84 and the Philippines revolted against Spain, she opened her store to the 
revolutionaries, tending to the sick and giving them refuge and provisions.  She became known as 
Tandang Sora, a nickname that referred to her age, and withstood Spanish jail and exile rather than 
betray the cause.  Today she is known as the “Mother of Philippine Revolution”. 
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What	Cannot	Be	Undone	
	

A	novella	about	the	life	of	Lady	Macbeth	
	

My	eyes	 see	only	heavens	swathed	 in	black.	Pain,	of	 course,	my	body	 is	enrapt	by	 it,	but	 it’s	
naught	to	do	with	me,	nor	I	with	it.	The	night	grows	deeper,	as	if	the	stars	are	sliding	into	an	abyss.	A	
shadow	towers	over	me,	dark	against	a	darker	infinity.	As	my	spirit	slips	free	of	my	body	and	slides	
into	the	wind,	Macbeth’s	mournful	voice	rasps	“tomorrow	and	tomorrow	and	tomorrow”	and	is	gone.	
The	sound	and	fury	becomes	silence,	at	last.	
	

I	was	born	 in	 the	massacre	of	my	 family,	 long	years	past.	 I	had	been	 in	 the	world	 for	eleven	
years	before,	but	those	memories	belong	to	someone	else,	a	little	girl	in	a	bard’s	tale.	That	girl,	the	one	
who	ran	after	her	brothers	and	tried	to	convince	her	father	to	teach	her	to	hunt,	that	girl	died	when	
the	first	fire	arrows	hit	the	outer	buildings	and	her	father	shoved	her	into	a	stone-lined	root	cellar.	A	
different	 creature	 emerged	 to	 find	 her	 family	 covered	 in	 blood,	 her	 eldest	 brother	 lying	 across	 the	
gash	in	her	father’s	stomach,	as	if	to	hold	in	his	guts	with	his	weight.		

	
	 My	 body	 is	 filled	with	 fog	 and	 I	 am	 lost	 in	 it.	Words	 reach	me	muffled	 beyond	 all	meaning.	
Shadows	around	me	vary	 from	sharp	 to	dull	but	never	emerge	 into	 color.	 I	watch	 the	hands	of	old	
women	guide	mine	to	wash	the	bodies.	My	flesh	is	sodden	and	my	fingers	fumble	so	that	the	women	
wind	 the	men	 into	 sheets	while	 I	 gaze	on.	My	brothers	and	 father	are	 left	 to	 the	earth	and	 I	 to	my	
stillness.	
	
	 The	 silence	 of	 Glamis	 at	 grief	 is	 broken	 by	 the	 unexpected	 arrival	 of	 a	war	 party	with	 King	
Malcolm	at	its	head.	Their	return	to	Dunsinane	from	the	summer’s	campaign	was	halted	by	word	of	
our	loss.	I	kneel	before	the	King	and	beg	for	justice	for	the	murder	of	my	family.	My	kin	are	dead	or	
lost	 to	 the	 lands	across	 the	waters.	There	 is	none	but	 I,	 child	 that	 I	still	am,	 to	seek	vengeance.	The	
King	smiles	kindly	and	offers	a	banquet	of	words	in	which	justice	and	loyalty	are	the	main	course.	He	
says	I	am	under	his	protection	as	the	heiress	of	Glamis.		
	

His	protection	consists	of	declaring	me	ward	of	a	large,	silent	man	whom	he	leaves	at	Glamis.	
The	silent	man	sends	for	his	cousin	to	attend	me.	She	is	a	beautiful	redhead	with	a	year	or	two	more	
than	I.	Brigid’s	body	has	begun	to	fill	out	in	a	way	mine	has	not	yet,	but	her	sunny	faith	in	goodness	
makes	me	feel	ancient	to	her.	I	can’t	understand	why	the	neyfs	left	in	our	hill	fort	are	so	hostile	to	the	
silent	man.	Gwellith,	 a	 corpulent	 old	woman,	 has	 seen	 to	 our	 food	 and	 care	with	 an	 imperturbable	
mien	every	day	of	my	life,	yet	she	flinches	whenever	she	sees	the	silent	man.	Finally,	after	the	silent	
stranger	 leaves,	 I	 sneak	 away	 from	Brigid,	who	 has	 become	my	 effervescent	 shadow,	 and	 demand	
Gwellith	tell	me	what	she	knows.	She	believes	that	the	stranger	has	been	given	charge	of	me	with	a	
view	to	marry	me.		

	
“This	is	assurance,”	I	comfort	her.	“If	the	King	cares	enough	to	marry	me	to	his	toísech,	that	is	

proof	he	will	avenge	my	family.”	
	
Gwellith’s	face	wears	a	cloak	of	wizened	sadness.	“Oh,	my	poor	dove.”		I	try	to	resist	when	she	

holds	me	to	her,	but	feel	my	head	falling	onto	her	shoulder.	No	one	has	touched	me	since	the	day	we	
laid	my	family	in	the	ground.	

	
“What	has	no	one	told	me?”	
	
She	takes	my	tiny	hands	within	her	great	fleshy	ones	and	tells	me	what	is	whispered	across	the	

land.	The	attack	on	my	family	was	led	by	the	King’s	son,	in	vengeance	of	a	perceived	slight.	Justice	he	
will	face	in	Heaven,	but	not	in	the	kingdom	of	his	father.	I	want	to	rage	and	thunder.	I	want	to	draw	my	
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nails	across	 the	 face	of	 the	sky	and	watch	 it	bleed.	 I	want	 to	 ride	 that	night	 to	 the	King	and	slit	his	
throat	in	his	sleep.		

	
“Tell	 no	 one.	We	will	 speak	 of	 this	 no	more.”	 It	 is	 the	 first	 command	 I	 have	 ever	 given,	 but	

Gwellith	nods	her	obedience.	When	 I	 return	 to	 the	chamber	 I	 share	with	Brigid,	my	knowledge	has	
been	tucked	neatly	away	until	the	day	I	can	draw	it	again.	

	
We	 spend	 a	 long	winter’s	 dark	 spinning	 by	 the	 fire.	 Flames	 flicker	 across	my	 hands	 as	 the	

distaff	spins	and	the	shadows	dance	in	the	corner	of	my	eyes.	Brigid	makes	a	great	show	of	teaching	
me	when	others	are	present,	but	alone	she	quickly	loses	focus	and	paces	the	room.	The	stranger	left	a	
small	 band	 of	 his	 fighting	 men	 to	 winter	 in	 the	 village.	 Most	 of	 ours	 died	 with	 my	 family.	 Brigid	
watches	 their	 leader	when	he	 reports	 to	me	each	day.	She	 thinks	she	 is	 covert.	The	highborn	 think	
their	 secrets	 are	 unknown	 only	 because	 of	 the	 loch	 of	 silence	 that	 separates	 them	 from	 the	 neyfs.	
Alone	with	Gwellith,	I	mention	that	Brigid’s	cousin	is	saving	her	for	a	great	match	and	am	surprised	by	
Gwellith’s	barking	laugh.	

	
“Ay,	but	is	she	saving	herself	for	it?”	She	won’t	explain	her	laughter,	saying	only	that	I’ll	know	

soon	enough.	
	
The	summer	brings	more	than	light	to	Glamis.	It	brings	the	chance	to	slip	away	from	Brigid	and	

Gwellith	 and	 the	 fighters	who	 laugh	 too	 loudly	 and	 the	 neyf	women	with	 scared	 eyes.	 At	 sunrise	 I	
disappear	 into	 the	heather	or	 follow	a	burn	 to	 its	source	and	startle	a	 fox.	 I	 find	a	cliff’s	edge	 to	sit	
upon	and	stare	into	the	vast	horizon.	I	could	ride	into	that	dark	blue	rim	of	the	world	and	never	seek	
land	again.	I	find	a	hilltop	to	lie	down	upon	and	stare	into	the	infinite	dome	of	clouds.	The	sky	is	larger	
than	 the	 land	below,	wider	 and	deeper.	The	 clouds	have	valleys	 and	 rifts	 and	mountain	peaks	 that	
peer	down	proudly	on	their	smaller	reflections.		

	
Some	days,	sundown	sneaks	upon	me	like	a	deer.	Other	days,	it	finds	me	staring	at	the	ripples	

of	a	rill,	trying	to	draw	a	picture	of	my	father	and	brothers	with	my	thoughts.	I	cannot	see	faces	clear	
of	 blood	 or	 picture	 bodies	 in	motion,	 only	 the	 rictus	 of	 death.	When	 I	 return	 to	 find	 Glamis	 in	 an	
uproar,	I	never	explain	my	disappearance.	

	
I	never	say	many	words	at	all,	in	sooth.	I	think	Brigid	knows	about	the	blood	dreams.	The	silent	

stranger	said	that	the	Lady	of	Glamis	cannot	share	a	bed	with	the	children	of	those	who	serve	her.	His	
cousin	is	my	only	bedmate.	She	must	feel	me	start	in	the	night,	heart	and	breath	racing.	She	lies	still	as	
I	draw	my	knees	into	my	chest,	digging	nails	into	flesh.	My	old	bedmates	would	cuddle	whoever	woke	
with	evil	dreams,	but	this	unknown	girl	feigns	sleep.		
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Created	by	Elyzabeth	Gorman	with	original	verse	and	adapted	texts	by	William	Shakespeare,	Raphael	
Holinshed,	Edward	Hall,	Christine	de	Pisan,	Katherine	Fowler	Phillips,	Veronica	Gamabra,	Veronica	

Franco,	Margaret	Holford,	Jane	Barker,	Sarah	Cowper	
	

Synopsis:	 
 
Raised	to	be	a	silent	ornament	to	the	French	court,	Margaret’s	vision	is	changed	when	she	watches	
Joan	of	Arc	lead	the	French	army.		They	are	captured	in	the	same	battle,	but	while	Joan	is	killed	by	the	
Duke	of	York,	Margaret	seduces	her	captor	and	becomes	Queen	of	England.		In	her	new	country,	she	
squares	off	against	Eleanor,	a	duchess	whose	ambition	will	stop	at	nothing.	In	the	process	of	defeating	
Eleanor,	York	snares	them	in	a	plot	that	leads	to	the	death	of	Margaret’s	lover.		She	vows	revenge	and	
fuels	her	energies	into	her	son.		When	her	husband	can’t	quell	revolt,	she	leads	an	army	against	his	
enemies,	but	her	revenge	against	York	turns	Margaret	into	a	monster.		Despite	her	efforts,	her	
husband	is	deposed	and	Margaret	goes	into	exile	with	her	son.		A	young	widow	named	Elizabeth	
appeals	to	the	new	ruler	to	receive	her	inheritance,	but	negotiates	the	queenship	instead.		Margaret’s	
attempt	to	take	it	back	results	in	the	death	of	her	husband	and	son.		Left	with	nothing,	she	stays	in	
Elizabeth’s	court	to	watch	the	wheel	turn.		To	her	surprise,	she	finds	that	watching	Elizabeth	lose	her	
family	brings	no	satisfaction.		As	the	different	women	-	warrior,	witch,	ruler,	and	mother	–	look	back	
on	their	lives,	the	actresses	come	together	to	reflect	on	the	legacy	of	women	throughout	history.		 	
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MARGARET	ACTOR,	ELIZABETH	ACTOR	and	ELEANOR	ACTOR	in	their	separate	areas	getting	ready,	stretching,	
warming	up,	doing	their	hair.		JOAN	ACTOR	is	barely	visible,	upstage	and	in	the	dark.		Amidst	their	movement,	she	
is	totally	still.		When	the	audience	is	ready,	MARGARET	ACTOR,	ELIZABETH	ACTOR	and	ELEANOR	ACTOR	grab	
their	props	and	are	moving	into	position,	when	MARGARET	ACTOR	stops	them.	
		

MARGARET	ACTOR		
Hey	listen.		Sorry.		Before	we	start	I’ve	got	to	put	something	out	there	or	it’s	just	gonna	bug	me	all	show.	(to	
audience)	And	you	should	hear	this	too,	cuz	it	happens	all	the	time.		I	have	been	pissed	off	all	day.		I’m	running	
out	the	door	this	morning,	late	cuz,	of	course.		I	stop	on	the	street	to	dig	for	my	card	and	I	feel	this	huge	slap	on	
my	ass.		I	look	up	and	there’s	a	guy	on	a	bike	halfway	down	the	street.		On	a	bike!	

	
ELEANOR	ACTOR	

Bastard.	
	

MARGARET	ACTOR		
So	then	I	get	on	the	subway,	ass	still	stinging,	and	this	beggar	gets	up	in	my	face	telling	me	to	smile.		I	hadn’t	
even	had	my	coffee	yet	and	I’m	public	property.	
			

ELIZABETH	ACTOR		
I’m	sorry.	

	
MARGARET	ACTOR	

I	just,	you	know-		
	

[HENRY	ACTOR	comes	stomping	in	with	his	guitar.]	
	

HENRY	ACTOR		
Let’s	do	this.		You	guys	ready?		[The	women	look	at	each	other.]	

	
ELIZABETH	ACTOR	[sighing]	

Sure.	What	do	we	need	to	tell	them?	
	

MARGARET	ACTOR		
Well,	it’s	the	late	1400s.		In	Italy,	it’s	the	Renaissance,	but	we’re	in	England,	so	we’re	still	medieval.	
	

ELIZABETH	ACTOR		
Our	characters	are	at	the	end	of	their	lives.	

	
ELEANOR	ACTOR		

They’ve	been	rich	and	powerful,	but	when	their	men	died	they	were	left	with	nothing.	
	

JOAN	ACTOR	
Not	nothing.		[The	women	look	to	her.]	No	possessions.		But	not	nothing.	
	
[MARGARET,	ELEANOR,	AND	ELIZABETH	move	like	a	religious	procession	as	they	sing,	fabric	fluttering	as	they	
wrap	themselves	for	their	scenes.	MARGARET	sits	as	close	to	the	fire	as	she	can	get	&	still	not	warm,	ELIZABETH	

praying	in	her	convent	cell,	ELEANOR	prowls	her	prison,	made	desperate	by	long	isolation.]	
	

MARGARET	
Virgins	and	girls,	mid-age	and	wrinkled	eld,	
Women	in	our	time	play	many	parts.	Though	men	
Will	bow	and	-	when	their	hour	upon	the	stage		
Is	done	-	will	go	we	know	not	where,	within	
An	empty	room	alone	are	women	left.	
	

ELIZABETH	
Numbering	our	days	like	rosary	beads,		
We	meditate	upon	our	sorrowful		
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Mysteries	by	each	prayerfilled	decade.	
	

ELEANOR	
Without	estate	or	wealth	or	home	we	search	
Our	memories	for	reason,	ourselves	for	peace.	
[In	their	separate	sanctuaries,	the	women’s	questions	overlap	and	their	movements	begin	to	play	off	each	other.]	
	

ELEANOR	
Why	thought	I	to	begin	this	path?	What	did		
I	do	or	leave	undone?	How	am	I	here?	
	

ELIZABETH	
Cloister	confined,		
	

ELEANOR	
		 	 to	cell	condemned,		
	

MARGARET	
	 	 	 	 	 by	cold	

Charity	claimed,	all	power	passed	with	men.	
	

ELEANOR	
Husband,		
	

MARGARET	
	 	 lover,		
	

ELIZABETH	
		 	 	 son	forever	gone	but	
We	are	left	to	long	for	sleep	and	live	in	grief.		
	[Each	woman	addresses	the	audience	and	moves	with	her	speech,	so	they	end	downstage	posed	and	lit	like	icons.]	

	
ELIZABETH	

There	is	a	history	in	women's	lives,		
Figuring	the	natures	of	the	times	deceas'd.			
High	events	as	these		
Strike	those	that	make	them;	and	our	story	is		
No	less	in	pity	than	was	our	glory.			
	

ELEANOR	
Though	fortune’s	malice	overthrew	my	state,		
My	mind	exceeds	the	compass	of	her	wheel.	
O!	that	my	tongue	were	in	the	thunder’s	mouth!	 		
Then	with	a	passion	would	I	shake	the	world,	 		
And	rouse	from	sleep	that	fell	anatomy	 		
Which	cannot	hear	a	lady’s	feeble	voice.	
Which	scorns	to	hear	a	woman’s	invocation.	
	

MARGARET	
For	God's	sake,	let	us	sit	upon	the	ground	
And	tell	sad	stories	of	the	life	of	queens;	
How	some	have	been	widowed;	some	wait	through	war,	
Still	haunted	by	the	ghosts	of	children	lost;	
Some	banish’d	by	their	kings;	some	convent	kept;	
Longer	in	life	than	in	joy.	Husbandless,	bereft	of	my	son	
Oppress'd	with	wrongs	and	therefore	full	of	fears,	
Where	then,	alas,	may	I	complain?	Myself?	 	 [There	are	church	bells	in	the	distance	tolling	the	hour.]	
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Now	time	is	come	around,		
And	where	I	did	begin,	there	shall	I	end.	
I	would	match	this	my	ending	with	an	old	tale,	
Of	a	martyr	that	is	dead	and	ashes.	 		
	
[The	bells	become	a	raucous	alarm.	The	women	watch	young	Joan	seek	a	hiding	place,	makeshift	dagger	in	hand.]	
	

ELIZABETH	
Joan	was	a	girl	who	grew	up	in	a	war	zone.	
	

ELEANOR	
Joan	was	a	girl	whose	parents	couldn’t	protect	her.	

	
ELIZABETH	

	Joan	was	a	girl	who’d	seen	her	neighbor	dragged	away	by	her	hair.	
	

MARGARET	
Joan	was	a	girl	who	knew	it	is	possible	to	be	raped	to	death.	
	

JOAN	
The	English	write	sorrow	upon	the	bosom	of	France	
They	take	what	they	like	and	burn	the	rest.		
The	gates	of	mercy	now	are	all	shut	up,	
And	the	flesh'd	soldier,	rough	and	hard	of	heart,	
In	liberty	of	bloody	hand	does	range	
With	conscience	wide	as	hell,	mowing	like	grass	
Our	fresh-fair	virgins	and	our	flowering	infants.	
The	blind	and	bloody	soldier	with	foul	hand	
Defiles	the	locks	of	our	shrill-shrieking	daughters;	
Our	fathers	taken	by	the	silver	beards,	
And	their	most	reverend	heads	dash'd	to	the	walls,	
Our	naked	infants	spitted	upon	pikes,	
Whiles	the	mad	mothers	with	their	howls	confused	
Do	break	the	clouds.			 	 [Joan	cuts	off	her	long	hair	with	the	dagger	and	holds	the	braid	out	in	her	hand]	
Sweet	flowering	peace,	the	root	of	happy	life,		
Is	quite	abandoned	and	expulst	the	land;		
Slaughter	and	mischief	walk	within	our	streets,		
And,	unrestrained,	make	havoc	as	they	pass.		
Fly	therefore,	you	English,	if	you	be	wise,		
Shelter	you	yourselves,	for	a	new	storm	doth	rise.	


